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Abstract: The article offers an overview of the deontic theory developed by the philosophical school
of Mīm�aṃs�a, which is, and has been since the last centuries BCE, the main source of normative con-
cepts in Sanskrit thought. Thus, the Mīm�aṃs�a deontics is interesting for any historian of philosophy
and constitutes a thought-provoking occasion to rethink deontic concepts, taking advantage of centuries
of systematic reflections on these topics. Some comparison with notions currently used in Euro-
American normative theories and metaethical principles is offered in order to show possible points of
contact and deep divergences. In more detail, after an introduction explaining the methodology and
aims of our work, we discuss how Mīm�aṃs�a authors distinguished and defined some fundamental
deontic concepts, such as different types of prescriptions and prohibitions. We then discuss how
Mīm�aṃs�a authors approached the problem of conflicts among commands without jeopardising the
validity of the normative text issuing them. In the second part of the article we introduce our formal
apparatus, which is construed around the main taxonomic and conceptual distinctions used in the first
part. Our formal rendering captures the most important features of the Mīm�aṃs�a theory and can thus
serve as a concise and rigorous presentation of it for scholars working in deontic logic.
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1. Methodology and Aims of this Article

THE present article aims at systematically discussing the core of the deontic the-
ory developed by Mīm�aṃs�a authors and showing how such a theory could be
represented within a formal language. The Mīm�aṃs�a theory can be regarded as a
rigorous system of inference rules that allows for the derivation of practical
norms — originally focusing on norms concerning the performance of sacrifices.
Such rules were subsequently applied also to other contexts (more on this below).
The two overarching (and interlocking) goals of our project are:
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1. A better understanding of Mīm�aṃs�a as a system of interpretation that deals
principally with deontic concepts.
2. A better understanding of the logical principles underlying Mīm�aṃs�a’s rea-

soning about deontic concepts, with a view to how these might be generalised.
The first goal is possibly self-explanatory because it consists in throwing light on

one of the fundamental schools of Sanskrit philosophy, which had a major impact on
Sanskrit philosophy and beyond (e.g., on theology, jurisprudence, and poetics). The
second purpose mentioned above may, by contrast, need some further reflection. Is
not a formalisation an alien superimposition on the informal theory developed by
Mīm�aṃs�a authors? How can one historically and conceptually justify it? We will
address such questions in sections 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.
Before entering into the details, let us illustrate the general methodology and

goals of our formal rendering of the Mīm�aṃs�a theory. This attempt, like any inter-
disciplinary attempt, involves some risks. First of all, one needs to find “the right
level of granularity” (Dutilh Novaes, 2018, p. 83) because a formalism which is too
fine-grained would just reproduce exactly what is found in the texts we are working
on, without being informative, whereas one which is too coarse-grained would risk
ignoring important features. In other words, while formalising a theory discussed in
a text we are creating a map and, in order to be useful, a map cannot be identical
with the territory it represents; rather, it emphasises certain aspects of the territory,
serving as a guide for exploration. However, the map needs to be as accurate as pos-
sible with regard to every salient element of the territory.
In our project, we aim at developing a formal framework that enjoys three fun-

damental properties:

(1) Faithfulness of the conceptual toolkit,
(2) Adequacy of the level of granularity,
(3) Robustness of the deductive power.

The first property means that we want to propose a symbolic language built over
specific concepts used in the Mīm�aṃs�a analysis of commands. For instance, our
representation will rely on notions such as “performing a sacrifice exactly as pre-
scribed in the Veda,” “being eligible for the performance of a sacrifice,” and so
forth. In addition, our formal representation of sentences having a deontic force will
be based on their content, rather than on their linguistic form; hence, we will
always talk about “propositions” — rather than about “sentences” — in the
Mīm�aṃs�a theory.1 We will discuss in detail in section 3 the elements Mīm�aṃs�a

1 A proposition will be here said to be the content of a sentence, in the sense of being equated with
the thought expressed by a sentence.
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authors used in order to assess the content of a sentence with deontic force, for
example, identifying it as a prohibition or a negative obligation.
The second property means that we want to identify minimal syntactic structures that

are sufficient to reproduce the arguments presented by Mīm�aṃs�a authors. In the light of
this, we will opt for a language whose level of granularity allows one to analyse some
internal components of propositions. Basically, it will allow us to represent predicates,
subjects of predicates and predicate modifiers that play an active role in inferences within
the Mīm�aṃs�a theory. In fact, in our opinion, this is the most appropriate level of granu-
larity to find a balance between expressiveness and accuracy of the formal language. On
the one hand, treating whole propositions as atomic components of a formal language
— hence, being more coarse-grained — as in most systems of deontic logic (see,
e.g., Åqvist, 2002), would not make room for a proper understanding of how commands
work; on the other hand, there is no need to analyse further components of a proposition
— hence, of being more fine-grained — because no other component would play an
active role in the analysis of inferences that can be drawn from commands. For instance,
quantification is never explicitly involved, which means that we do not need the whole
expressive power of first-order logic.
The third property means that we want a framework that allows one to derive, with

a sufficient degree of accuracy, the same conclusions that Mīm�aṃs�a authors were
able to get when reasoning on a normative problem. Therefore, we will illustrate how
to build logical systems in which certain postulates can be used to obtain the desired
inferences. All these aspects will be formally explained in section 7.

1.1 Why formalising?
Formalisation is used in this article in order to provide a concise and rigorous
presentation of the Mīm�aṃs�a theory for scholars working in the area of deontic
logic, who might be interested in finding out how deontic concepts are explained
and related among them in a particular context of normative reasoning.
As an example of the relevance of formalisation, it is worth highlighting that pre-

scriptions and prohibitions are not primarily distinguished by Mīm�aṃs�a authors on
the basis of their linguistic form; thus, utterances in which a negative adverb occurs
can be understood as prescriptions and vice versa. However, the role played by prohi-
bitions and negative obligations within the Mīm�aṃs�a theory is radically different, as
will be explained in section 3. Thus, once the ambiguity is solved in a plausible way
with the aid of certain taxonomic distinctions (e.g., whether, in case of a violation,
there is reference to a sanction or not), formalising exhortative expressions can bring
clarity and help distinguish between real prohibitions and exhortative expressions
including a negative adverb, but still needing to be interpreted as prescriptions. The
same applies to the distinction between different prescriptions, all sharing the same
linguistic form. Summing up, formalisation helps because it focuses on the content of
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commands as analysed by Mīm�aṃs�a authors rather than on their linguistic form. In
our opinion, the opposition between form-based and content-based formal representa-
tions of norms applies also outside the specific context of Mīm�aṃs�a philosophy. A
formal deontic theory may benefit from being based on a conceptual analysis of the
meaning of natural language sentences, rather than on a direct transposition of their
superficial structure, in order to avoid producing some odd outcomes.2

1.2 Can Mīm�aṃs�a deontics be formalised?
So far, we discussed the importance of formalisation for the sake of a better
understanding of Mīm�aṃs�a texts. However, one might ask a more radical ques-
tion, namely whether it is at all justified to formalise theories which were not
expressed in a formal language.
This question hardly has a definite answer. However, in our opinion, scholars

working on formalising theories need to clarify as much as possible which aspects
of a theory lend themselves to a formal analysis as well as what differences can be
appreciated among the original informal presentation of the theory and the formal
presentation that they propose. The hardest issue is establishing a satisfactory bound-
ary between transposition and preservation of the original framework: both aspects
are inevitably present in this kind of enterprise, and their balance is crucial. For
instance, Dutilh Novaes, while discussing the case of formalising Latin Medieval
philosophical theories, reflects on the issue of whether the formalisation is meant to
impose something alien (namely axioms, etc.) on a text written in informal language
or whether its purpose is understood as unveiling an underlying logical structure,
which was present in the theory but not expressed in a symbolic language just for
historical reasons (Dutilh Novaes, 2007, part 4). On the one hand, as Dutilh Novaes
puts it (Dutilh Novaes, 2007, p. 218), “any modeling, any formalization, is already a
theoretical construction, an interpretation.” On the other hand, an informal theory
may constitute a solid ground on which one can build a formal theory that preserves
and clarifies the essential ingredients of the original one and at the same time allows
for a broader range of applications. Therefore, we support the idea that, depending
on the aims of the formalisation, there are various possibilities between the two
extremes of an alien superposition and a simple unveiling. We will argue that the
case of Mīm�aṃs�a normative reasoning is paradigmatic with respect to this.
While analysing Mīm�aṃs�a texts, we could see the systematic building of Mīm�aṃs�a

deontic rules come to light. We noticed the structural distinction between types of
commands and how this distinction is utilised to solve different controversies about

2 For instance, consider the sentence “you may pay either by bank transfer or by credit card” displayed
at the end of an online transaction procedure. Although the superficial structure of this sentence resem-
bles a permission, the thought actually expressed is an obligation to choose among two options.
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deontic conflicts in a rigorous manner. These features of the theory paved the way to
the use of symbolic tools for its formal representation. Without formalisation, we
would have probably failed to get a concise picture of the complexity of such building,
which has in fact so far escaped the attention of scholars, notwithstanding the increas-
ing interest for Mīm�aṃs�a. The reason for such failure is that Mīm�aṃs�a texts in gen-
eral do not have a methodological foreword in which they discuss the rules they apply,
not to speak of formulating axioms. One needs, therefore, to extract the principles they
use while looking at their discussions of controversies and how they are solved. The
same rules are evoked again and again, and their interaction and possible conflicts are
discussed with the unspoken background assumption that the building they make up
together needs to be reliable; thus, it is evident that Mīm�aṃs�a authors look for rules
having general and not case-by-case value. Nonetheless, identifying them requires
time and care, and the present study is only a step in this direction. The in fieri charac-
ter of this attempt makes the use of formalisation even more relevant in order to check
the soundness of our reconstruction.3

More in detail, the following elements are intrinsic to Mīm�aṃs�a texts and con-
stitute the reasons that justify a formalisation of the theories exposed in them:

• The aim to build a system of rules independent of their interpreter (see
section 2).

• A vocabulary for deontic concepts, covering different types of commands and
their conflicts (see sections 3–6).

• A set of standardised devices for identifying each command as one in the
above classification (which is therefore not arbitrary or case-by-case) (see
sections 3.2–3.3).

• A set of standardised devices for dealing with conflicts among commands
ordered hierarchically (one can use the second device only if the first one is not
applicable, etc.) (see section 6).

• A set of rules applicable in a general way and organised hierarchically, so that
one can know automatically which ones are valid and which ones should be
suspended (see Freschi, 2018).

• A background logic including the principle of noncontradiction and procedures
such as reductio ad absurdum (see Ciabattoni et al., 2015, section 2).

1.3 State of the art
Our project4 is the first one that is based on an actual analysis of Mīm�aṃs�a deon-
tic texts and that attempts to formalise Mīm�aṃs�a’s patterns of deontic reasoning

3 We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for directing our attention to Dutilh Novaes (2007).
4 Including this and some previous articles, such as Freschi et al. (2019) and Ciabattoni et al. (2018).
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and study the principles of the deontic logic it presupposes. Previous attempts to
formalise other Sanskrit philosophies have never taken deontic reasoning into
account.5 This means that there is an enormous amount of ground to cover. And
this in turn means that we will proceed on a problem-by-problem basis. For one
particularly important concept, distinction, or controversy in Mīm�aṃs�a, we will
attempt a formalisation that satisfies our criteria of faithfulness, granularity, and
robustness, and we will see what we can learn — about Mīm�aṃs�a and about
deontic logic — from this formalisation. We plan to perform this experiment on a
number of different problems in Mīm�aṃs�a, and we expect that our formalisation
will evolve in the process. Indeed, this article already further develops the deontic
system reconstructed and examined in Freschi et al. (2019) by adding to it the
analysis of prohibitions and the discussion of clashes among commands.
Last, our purpose in writing this article is to convince scholars working in the

philosophy of deontic concepts in general, and in deontic logic in particular, to
check beyond their usual sources and look at Mīm�aṃs�a while at the same time
showing to scholars of Sanskrit philosophy the underlying structure of deontic
reasoning in Mīm�aṃs�a.

2. Common Mīm�aṃs�a Background

The Mīm�aṃs�a school is an influential and understudied school of Sanskrit philos-
ophy, mainly focusing on the exegesis of the prescriptive portions of the Vedic
sacred texts. Mīm�aṃs�a authors are convinced that the Veda is beginningless and
that the deontic authority of the Veda is independent of any author. Hence, they
analysed its prescriptive portions without referring to any human or superhuman
authority or mediation. Rather, they devised a system of rules (ny�aya) meant to
be applicable to a deontic text independently of the intention of its author and of
its reader or listener.6 They did this through a complex approach, which we will
analyse in the present article.

5 However, as noted in Kataoka (2011), studies in Mīm�aṃs�a have clearly increased in quantity and
quality in the last decades. Beside the unparalleled contribution of scholars like Gaṅgan�atha Jh�a, note-
worthy in this development was also Frits Staal’s emphasis on the logic of rituals, which led to the inclu-
sion of Mīm�aṃs�a in works such as Horn (1989). More recently, scholars like John Taber, Kei Kataoka,
and Francis X. Clooney have philosophically engaged with Mīm�aṃs�a works, whereas Larry McCrea has
particularly highlighted the philosophical relevance of the Mīm�aṃs�a hermeneutic enterprise.
6 In this sense, Mīm�aṃs�a authors differed from other thinkers offering systematic interpretations of
sacred texts, like the authors of the Talmud, because the latter aim at “not a logical solution but a practi-
cal one” (Abraham et al., 2010, p. 178). Consequently, Talmudic deontic reasoning depends on the medi-
ation of the rabbi who applies it, Mīm�aṃs�a deontic reasoning does not. The ny�ayas are discovered by
Mīm�aṃs�a authors through a case-based inquiry of complicated cases, but are then evoked and applied
also to other contexts. For more on ny�ayas, see Freschi (2018).
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In the first section, we will analyse the common background of all Mīm�aṃs�a
authors, basing ourselves mainly on Jaimini’s Mīm�aṃs�a S�utra (or P�urva
Mīm�aṃs�a S�utra, henceforth PMS) and Śabara’s Bh�aṣya “commentary” thereon
(henceforth ŚBh).7 We will refer to this phase in the history of Mīm�aṃs�a as
“common Mīm�aṃs�a” because the authority of these texts was accepted by all
later Mīm�aṃs�a authors.

2.1 Short historical outline
Jaimini (2 c. BCE) was the author or compiler of the PMS. The PMS is divided
in twelve books, each of which is divided into four or eight chapters, in turn
divided into sections, each of which contains one or more s�utras (aphorisms).
The PMS incorporates various views and arrives at its conclusions in a dialectical
manner, moving from a prima facie view through its refutation and until the con-
cluding view (see section 2.2). Śabara (5 CE?) is the author of the commentary
on the PMS, the ŚBh. We will therefore refer to, for example, ŚBh on
PMS 1.1.2.
The works by Jaimini and Śaabara are accepted by all subsequent Mīm�aṃs�a

authors. By contrast, the following authors originated two different subschools:
Kum�arila (7 CE?) authored three subcommentaries on successive portions of the
ŚBh called Ślokav�arttika (henceforth ŚV), Tantrav�arttika (henceforth TV), and
Ṭupṭīk�a, and was recognised as the founder of the Bh�aṭṭa subschool (hence the
adjective Bh�aṭṭa for a thinker belonging to this subschool). Prabh�akara (7 CE? a
younger contemporary of Kum�arila) authored a subcommentary on the ŚBh
called Bṛhatī (henceforth Bṛ) and was recognised as the founder of the
Pr�abh�akara subschool (hence the adjective Pr�abh�akara for a thinker belonging to
this subschool). Maṇḍana (8 CE) authored independent treatises on various issues
(especially on the nature of prescriptions) and innovated on the Bh�aṭṭa school.

2.2 The Mīm�aṃs�a methodology
The Mīm�aṃs�a approach to any philosophical problem is an extension of the fol-
lowing scheme:

(1) Enunciation of the topic
(2) Doubt about it (in the form “Is it p or not p?”)
(3) Prima facie view
(4) Counter position
(5) Objections to the counter position.

7 In the following, all quotes from the PMS and ŚBh refer to the text as published in
Subb�a�s�astrī (1929).
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(6) … (repeat 3, 4 and 5 n-times until each argument is defeated)
(7) Conclusion

The arguments supporting the conclusive view of a debate can be of various
kinds, going from a reference to the hierarchy among the normative sources to an
evaluation of the structure of a normative sentence according to some basic rules
(see section 4) or of the context in which it is used.
Due to this approach, Mīm�aṃs�a texts embed various different opinions and

show how to come to a conclusion by discussing them.
The Mīm�aṃs�a school set the ground for philosophical discussions, and later

schools of Sanskrit philosophy adopted or adapted the scheme above just as they
adopted or adaptively reused the Mīm�aṃs�a hermeneutics and deontics. The adop-
tion of deontic rules from Mīm�aṃs�a is particularly evident in the case of Sanskrit
jurisprudence (e.g. van Berkel et al., 2019). The historical circumstance that
Mīm�aṃs�a deontic ideas have been applied beyond Mīm�aṃs�a indirectly legiti-
mates our present effort of extracting a general deontic theory, which could then
be applied also to other fields.

3. The Veda as a Normative Text

Mīm�aṃs�a authors look at the Veda as a text having only deontic, that is, norma-
tive authority. Indeed, the Veda communicates commands of various kind, such
as prescriptions concerning the performance of sacrifices, prohibitions applying
either to the context of a sacrifice or to the entire life of a person, and permissions
working as exceptions to prohibitions. In this section, we will provide a taxonomy
of the most important types of commands and illustrate how they are related with
normative concepts commonly employed in Euro-American normative theories.8

The Veda is taken to be the only source for commands. Sense perception and
the other instruments of knowledge available to human beings have no deontic
authority at all in the sense that they cannot lead to any discovery relevant from a
normative point of view. This entails that all valid deontic commands must either
come from the Veda or derive from Vedic ones. The so-called smṛtis constitute a
class of texts dealing with everyday life duties (whereas the Veda deals primarily
with ritual duties). Everyday life duties, qua duties, are also not knowable
through human reasoning. Consequently, Mīm�aṃs�a authors consider the smṛtis to
be derived from the Veda. Unlike the Veda, the smṛtis have human authors, but
these authors could not have any independent access to the domain of norms

8 Throughout this article we use this term to indicate traditions of thought originated in Europe or
North America. The term thus includes also philosophers active in, for example, New Zealand or edu-
cated in English universities in Singapore.
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apart from the Veda itself, exactly because the domain of the ought is not attain-
able in any other way. Hence, they must have derived the norms they prescribe
from the Veda.9

3.1 Normative relevance as a context-dependent notion
Many actions people perform on a daily basis are normatively indifferent, in the
sense of having no relevance at all from a normative point of view; however,
some of these actions may turn out to be prohibited under specific circumstances
in which certain norms apply. For instance, taking a stroll, preparing a drink with
ice, and reading a novel are, in general, normatively indifferent actions, but they
may be prohibited during a person’s working hours. Such a principle of context-
dependence for judgements of normative relevance is fundamental in the
Mīm�aṃs�a interpretation of the Veda.
Mīm�aṃs�a authors hold that morally indifferent actions are undertaken due to

one’s desire or natural appetite for their outputs; more precisely, they say that
such actions are “obtained out of desire” (r�agapr�apta). This previous obtainment
due to desire is essential because it proves that both prescriptions and prohibitions
do not operate in a vacuum. Prescriptions presuppose one’s desire for the output
of the prescribed action (and in some cases, see next section, also an occasion).
Prohibitions presuppose that the prohibited action is already “acquired” within
one’s horizon, either because it is something that one would do out of their natu-
ral appetites or because it is something that one would do in the light of a previ-
ous prescription.
The ŚBh on PMS 10.8.1 starts with a statement which can be simplified as fol-

lows: “Prohibitions are directly mentioned in sacred texts in relation to a duty
which is enjoined by a prescription extending a duty to an ectypal sacrifice or to
something enjoined outside of the context of any given sacrifice.”10 In other
words, prohibitions in general work as delimiting something which is already pre-
sent to the hearer; they presuppose that something is already there to be blocked,
and this thing can be either a natural appetite or the effect of a prescription.
Accordingly, there cannot be prohibitions such as “one should not eat disgusting
food,” because there is no background appetite which could be blocked through
it — unless there had been a previous prescription enjoining to eat whatever kind
of food, even if disgusting. What would happen if a Mīm�aṃs�a author encoun-
tered a statement like “one should not eat disgusting food”? Most likely,

9 The presence in the smṛtis of norms which have no analogue in the Veda was explained in various
ways, for example, through the fact that their Vedic original had been lost.
10 pratiṣedhaḥ �sr�uyate codakena pradiṣṭe dharme, kvacid an�arabhyav�adena pr�apte. For more on the
technical use of �sru-, codaka, pr�ap-, and of similar terms, see Freschi (2012). See also the end of sec-
tion 3.3 below.
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Mīm�aṃs�a authors would interpret it as only seeming to be a prohibition but being
instead something else. For a similar case, see below section 4.1.
This also means that the existence of prohibitions is parasitical on the existence

of gratuitous actions, that is, actions which are not prescribed (but could be
prohibited under certain circumstances). The reason why prohibitions need to
concern something which is obtained out of a previous prescription or out of
desire is that there would be no point in prohibiting something one would not be
motivated to do in the first place.
Is this principle universally constitutive of the concept of prohibition? A seem-

ing exception is the prohibition (widespread in several legal codes) to commit
suicide or other self-harming acts; however, taking one’s life or harming oneself
might also be obtained out of desire in specific cases.

3.2 Prescriptions concerning sacrifices
The Mīm�aṃs�a school operates presupposing that Vedic prescriptions are mostly
concerned with the performance of ritual sacrifices and that, in particular, they
may enjoin:

• nitya-karman “fixed sacrifices,” to be performed throughout one’s life, such as
the sacrifice called Agnihotra, which one needs to perform every single day;

• naimittika-karman “occasional sacrifices,” to be performed only on given occa-
sions, for example, the sacrifice one must perform on the birth of a son11;

• k�amya-karman “elective sacrifices,” to be performed if one wishes to obtain
their result, for example, the Caitr�a sacrifice if one desires cattle.

3.2.1 Desires and occasions
The logical relations among deontic concepts involved in the above taxonomy are
not fully explicit, and the classification itself is more presupposed than discussed
in the early sources. Thus, in the following we will try to make the structure
beyond the classification explicit.
First of all, it seems that one of the main criteria to distinguish types of sacri-

fices is their triggering condition, hereafter simply called trigger. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the trigger of occasional sacrifices is a particular occasion, whereas the
trigger of elective sacrifices is a particular desire. Can one properly speak of a
trigger also in the case of fixed sacrifices? This problem was possibly not raised
in the pre-Mīm�aṃs�a reflection about rituals, where the main point to be

11 Śabara describes as follows the link between an occasion (nimitta) and an occasioned action: “For,
once there is the occasion, there can be the occasioned [course of action], but not if there is no occasion.
And what is yet to be is not there (thus, a future occasion is not enough to prompt one to perform a rit-
ual)” (sati hi nimitte naimittikaṃ bhavitum arhati, n�asati, yac ca bhaviṣyat tan na sat, ŚBh ad 2.3.1).
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emphasised about fixed sacrifices was exactly their fixedness, that is, the fact that
they had to be performed daily — no matter what it takes. Mīm�aṃs�a authors were
instead more systematic and tried to complete the grid discussed in Figure 1.
Within common Mīm�aṃs�a, Jaimini’s PMS and Śabara’s ŚBh discuss two aspects
connected with the status of fixed sacrifices, namely the presence of a result for
each action and the nature of the fixedness of some sacrifices.
Śabara, for instance, argues that one can take the fact that the sacrificer is alive

as a default trigger to perform a fixed sacrifice; this is discussed in the first
section of PMS 2.4, where the conclusion is that even fixed sacrifices depend on
an occasion, namely the fact of being alive, which repeats itself every day and
thus leads to the fact that they need to be repeated daily. This view is represented
in Figure 2. In this sense, fixed sacrifices are nothing but occasional sacrifices
whose occasion turns out to occur every day (or every half-month and the like).12

Elective sacrifices where no result is mentioned could also be interpreted as
implying something to be obtained, namely happiness, “because everyone desires
happiness” (ŚBh on PMS 4.3.15); therefore, happiness can always be construed
as a desired result even when no other specific result is mentioned (this principle
is called vi�svajinny�aya, see PMS 4.3.15 and ŚBh thereon). Thus, it seems gener-
ally plausible to distinguish ritual prescriptions according to their triggering con-
ditions, and we will hereafter refer to the classification in Figure 2 as Śabara’s
model. If we integrate also desires in the picture, we come to a scheme like the
one in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Triggers for sacrifices

Figure 2. Triggers for nitya and naimittika sacrifices according to �Sabara

12 Different Mīm�aṃs�a authors interpreted triggers in a different way. The differences become more
evident in the case of desire, which is described by Pr�abh�akara authors as merely needed in order to
identify the addressees of the prescription, independent of whether they will really get what they covet.
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3.2.2 Different sacrificial prescriptions and varying deontic strength
Duties connected to ritual sacrifices may have a varying strength; this can be fur-
ther clarified by saying that if one omits the performance of fixed and occasional
sacrifices one risks a sanction, whereas the performance of elective sacrifices can
be omitted without any adverse consequence, apart from not getting the intended
result (as will be discussed further in section 44). We interpret this difference as
conveying that the performance of fixed and occasional sacrifices is mandatory,
whereas the performance of elective sacrifices is only recommended. What is
exactly meant by “recommended” in this context? As far as the strength of a duty
is concerned, the opposition between fixed and occasional sacrifices on one side
and elective sacrifices on the other side might remind one of the opposition
between obligations and supererogatory acts in some Euro-American moral phi-
losophers. However, the comparison does not really hold because the notion of
supererogation presupposes an independent system of moral values, which is not
the case for the Veda because the latter is regarded as the only source of norms.
Consequently, whereas in most Euro-American systems13 the performance of
supererogatory acts leads to praise motivated by certain moral values, the perfor-
mance of acts recommended by the Veda, such as an elective sacrifice, does not
lead to any praise, at least in Śabara’s model, because it simply reflects one’s
desire to achieve a certain result.
The classification of duties has a further consequence: on the one hand, elec-

tive sacrifices need to be performed exactly in the way that is prescribed by the
Veda (yath�avidhi), that is, by taking care of the details of all subsidiary rites; on
the other hand, fixed and occasional sacrifices have to be performed only
according to one’s capacities (yath�a�sakti), that is, by doing as much as possible
with the sacrificial tools available. For instance, due to difficult circumstances
one might omit a part of the ritual because one does not have time to perform it
in full or use only a limited set of ingredients. In other words, an eligible person
who is about to undertake an elective sacrifice needs to be sure to have all

Figure 3. Desire and occasion for sacrifices

13 See, for example, the beginning of Heyd’s definition of supererogation: “Supererogation is the tech-
nical term for the class of actions that go “beyond the call of duty.” Roughly speaking, supererogatory
acts are morally good although not (strictly) required” (Heyd, 2019).
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ingredients and so forth; by contrast, an eligible person who is about to perform a
fixed sacrifice only needs to use what is available at the time of the performance
and is allowed to skip the rest. With reference to this aspect, the parallel between
elective sacrifices and supererogatory acts becomes even more misleading in the
sense that usually one would not expect a supererogatory act to be regulated by a
specific procedure; rather, one would expect a supererogatory act to be performed
(if at all) according to a person’s capacities.14

In any case, the recommendation to perform elective sacrifices represents a
loose form of prescription; an elective sacrifice is a sort of recipe which, if
followed, guarantees that the desired result will be achieved, with no moral value
attached to it.
The analysis developed so far entails that there is a sort of deontic inversion

when one moves from the main action to its subsidiaries. If a main ritual is
strictly obligatory (i.e., omitted at one’s peril), its subsidiaries are prescribed in a
less stringent way, whereas if the main ritual is prescribed only as a recommenda-
tion in order to achieve a given result, its subsidiaries need to be performed
exactly as prescribed. Summing up, if s represents a given sacrifice and a1, …, an
the subsidiary actions performed within s, we have the taxonomy illustrated in
Figure 4.

3.3 Prohibitions
Mīm�aṃs�a authors distinguish between prohibitions “regarding the person” (pur-
uṣ�artha), that is, applying to the person throughout their life, and those “regard-
ing the sacrifice” (kratvartha), that is, applying only to the specific situation of
the sacrifice. An easy parallel would be represented by the rules “don’t kill”

Figure 4. The “deontic inversion”

14 We are grateful to an anonymous peer-reviewer for pointing out that also supererogatory acts may
be linked to a specific procedure, for instance, a doctor may act in a supererogatory manner by seeing
more patients in a day than they have to, and they could still be regulated by professional expectations
about what it is to attend to patients (see Eriksen, 2015). Still, we are inclined to think that the doctor
who accepts a further patient after the end of their official opening hours will be excused for, for exam-
ple, drinking a tea while talking to the patient or not wearing a tie. In other words, their core duty
(healing their patient) remains the same, but beyond it, the expectations relax.
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(which applies to one’s entire life) and “wear a tie” (which applies only to certain
ceremonies).
Śabara (in ŚBh on PMS 3.4, sections 4, 6, and 7) discusses at length whether

the prohibitions “one should not tell falsehoods” (n�anṛtaṃ vadet); “one should
not threaten a Brahmin or strike him”; and “one should not converse with a
woman in her courses, nor should one eat her food” should be interpreted as
regarding the person or regarding the sacrifice within which they are found, that
is, the full- and new-moon sacrifice.15 Determining whether a prohibition is in
effect throughout one’s life or only within a specific ritual context is not a
straightforward issue and usually requires one to settle some debate among oppo-
site views. In the case of the three prohibitions listed above, the conclusive view
of the debates presented is that the first prohibition regards the sacrifice, whereas
the second and the third prohibitions regard the person.
As for the prohibition to tell lies, the matter is further complicated by the fact

that a prohibition to tell lies is found also in the smṛti texts, where it surely
regards the person (because smṛti texts are generally not about rituals). Within
this discussion, the opponent in PMS 3.4.12 suggests that the prohibition “one
should not tell falsehoods” applies to a person throughout their life adducing the
following reasons:

(1) The verbal form (vadet “one should not tell”) directly addresses a person
and not a sacrifice so that one’s default understanding should be that the
prohibition it expresses regards the person;

(2) This is a Vedic prohibition and in this sense stronger than the other prohi-
bitions to tell lies found in the smṛtis so that the latter would not make
the former redundant.

The upholder of the final view (in PMS 3.4.13), however, refutes the oppo-
nent’s argument and states that the prohibition to tell lies must regard the sacri-
fice. In fact, if the Vedic prohibition to tell lies regarded the person, it would
make the smṛti ones, which cannot but regard the person, redundant. By contrast,
if the Vedic prohibition to tell lies is interpreted as regarding the ritual, the Vedic
and the smṛti prohibitions to tell lies are two independent commands and not one
the repetition of the other. This argument has also some practical consequences:
transgressing the prohibition to tell lies within the sacrifice entails a transgression

15 This translation of dar�sap�urṇam�asa is justified because of the following reasons: “The translation
“s.[=sacrifice] of new and full m.[=moon]” is incorrect because these rites begin with full moon (Bpit.
[=Baudh�ayana-Pitṛmedhas�utra] 1,1; KhG.[=Kh�adira = Gṛhyas�utra] 2,1,4ff.) and the shorter member of a
copulative compound precedes according to P�aṇini 2, 2, 34 (comm. on VaiG.[=Vaikh�anasa Gṛhyas�utra]
1,1); Caland, in AO 9, 59.” (Gonda, 1980, p. 421, fn. 26).
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of a Vedic rule and therefore requires a certain kind of expiation (prescribed in
the Vedas), whereas telling falsehoods in normal life entails only the transgres-
sion of a smṛti-rule and therefore a different expiation (prescribed in the smṛti).
As for the second debate, the one about the scope of the prohibition to kill

Brahmins, the upholder of the conclusive view in ŚBh on PMS 3.4.17 explains
that the prohibition to threaten Brahmins regards Brahmins in all conditions and
not just the ones engaged in the performance of the full- and new-moon sacri-
fice.16 The reason for this conclusion is based on the application of a hermeneutic
principle regarding the hierarchy among the hermeneutical clues and listing, in a
sequence of decreasing importance, direct mention (�sruti), indirect indication
(liṅga), sentence context (v�akya), textual context (prakaraṇa), position in a
sequence (sth�ana), and denomination (sam�akhy�a). In the case at stake, the point
is that what is conveyed in the context of a sentence is a stronger evidence than
what one derives out of the textual context. The interpretation of the prohibition
as being limited to a given ritual is not said in the sentence, which speaks of
Brahmins in general, but can only be derived from the context. Because the tex-
tual context is a weaker hermeneutical principle, it is overruled by what the
sentence says.
In the third discussion, the solution is easy because menstruating women do

not play any role in the full- and new-moon sacrifice and therefore the prohibition
can only refer to people in general because a prohibition referring to the sacrifi-
cial context would have no field of application (menstruating women are a priori
excluded from sacrifices). This leads to the conclusion, in PMS 3.4.20, that what-
ever does not regard the context of a sacrifice should be understood as referring
to the person in general.
In all discussions, Śabara uses common Mīm�aṃs�a principles of interpretation,

with “direct mention,” that is, the explicit mention of something in a Vedic text
being the strongest one. Other principles, starting with the implicit sense of a pas-
sage (liṅga) and including the syntactical structure of a sentence (v�akya) and the
textual context (prakaraṇa), are weaker because they let one infer some missing
content in the explicit Vedic text and are in this sense parasitic on the postulation
of an explicit mention.17

But what about prohibitions which do not mention a specific person, such as
the prohibition to perform the Pravargya ritual (discussed in PMS 3.2.32–33)?
Because they cannot refer to the person, they need to refer to the sacrifice. One
will then have to ascertain whether such prohibitions refer to a specific part of a

16 sarv�avasthasya br�ahmaṇasy�ayaṃ pratiṣedha uktaḥ (ŚBh ad PMS 3.4.17).
17 For a list of these principles, see ŚBh on PMS 5.1. A fuller discussion within a mature Mīm�aṃs�a
text can be found in �Apadeva’s Mīm�aṃs�any�ayaprak�a�sa, see Edgerton (1929), sections 67–181.
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sacrifice or to a sacrifice as a whole. Out of these discussions, we can construe
the graph in Figure 5.

3.4 Contrary-to-duty prescriptions
An interesting class of prescriptions are those regarding expiations (pr�aya�scitta).
Such prescriptions have as their addressee someone who did something wrong
during the performance of a sacrifice; therefore, they can be taken to be contrary-
to-duty (ctd) prescriptions. Examples of expiation’s prescriptions are the follow-
ing: “Having broken [the pan], one offers [the expiatory oblation]”; “Having
dropped [the barley], one offers [the expiatory oblation]” (ŚBh on PMS 6.5.45).
Here the triggering condition is an event occurred during the performance of a
sacrifice: the sacrificer broke a pan, mispronounced a verse, and so forth. Thus,
we have an extended list of triggering conditions for prescriptions, as illustrated
in Figure 6.

Figure 5. A taxonomy of prohibitions

Figure 6. Triggers for commands
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Does this mean that nothing desirable is achieved through the fulfilment of
these contrary-to-duty-prescriptions? In other words, is the occasion or the viola-
tion an alternative way to pick up the addressee of the prescription so that desire
is no longer needed? A late Mīm�aṃs�a author, R�am�anuj�ac�arya is explicit in
claiming that desire is needed anyway (expiations are performed, he writes in his
Tantrarahasya, chapter IV, to achieve something desired).18

But what is the desired thing obtained through the performance of an expia-
tion? The expiation, once fulfilled, restores the previous situation. In the case of a
violation performed during a fixed sacrifice, the violation is just cancelled. Does
this mean that the expiation cancels the violation or just its consequences? In
other words: because a wrongly performed sacrifice leads to bad karman, if one
performs the expiation, does one get rid of the bad karman only or can one even
restore the previous condition so that the sacrifice reaches its result?19 An answer
can be found in ŚBh on PMS 6.3.720 which implies that upon doing an expiation
one restores the full possibility of getting the result.
Expiations can be used also to eliminate the negative consequences of a trans-

gressed prohibition. That is, after having performed the corresponding expiation,
a transgressed kratvartha prohibition does no longer lead to a negative output on
the sacrifice, and a transgressed puruṣ�artha prohibition does no longer lead to a
sanction. In Dharma�s�astra (jurisprudence) texts, for instance, authors discuss
expiations to be performed after having transgressed the duty to live in the Indian
subcontinent. The table in Figure 7 illustrates all effects of the various perfor-
mances discussed so far.

Figure 7. Consequences of the performance of commands and expiations

18 For a translation of the relevant chapter see Freschi (2012).
19 Compare the case discussed in Abraham et al. (2010), where marrying the girl one has raped does
not cancel the rape, but only its negative consequences in heaven (p. 175).
20 pr�aya�scittavidh�an�ac ca jj 6.3.7 jj vidhyapar�adhe ca pr�aya�scitt�ani vidhīyante, nimitte
karm�aṅgabh�ut�ani, yath�a bhinne juhotīti. viguṇe niṣphale sati kasy�aṅgabh�utaiḥ prayojanaṃ sy�at. tasm�at
viguṇ�an�am api prayogaḥ kartavya iti.
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3.5 Permissions
The PMS and the ŚBh do not have a single word for “permission,” which does
not seem to be a separate concept, unlike prescription (vidhi) and prohibition
(niṣedha). Nonetheless, at times there are discussions which include what we
could categorise as “permission.” In these cases, Śabara uses words like ny�ayya
“regular” (ŚBh on PMS 5.3.2) or just states that a given thing occurs (ŚBh on
PMS 7.2.13). In other cases, perhaps more significant for us, he uses the optative
suffix, which could be used (like the subjunctive in Latin and the optative in
ancient Greek) to denote both permissions and prescriptions.
For instance, ŚBh on PMS 6.8.18 discusses the case of whether it is legiti-

mate to take a second wife. Śabara refers to the prohibition to take a second
wife if one’s wife is virtuous and fertile and concludes that if she is not one of
the two, then one could take a second one. Similarly, the prohibition to take a
second wife if one is drinking soma should mean that in any other circum-
stance one could take one. If X is prohibited under conditions Y, then X in
general is permitted.21

Note that the linguistic form of the exhortative statement “One could take a
second wife if the first one is not virtuous or infertile” is indistinguishable from
the prescription to take a second wife (“One should take …”). However, the latter
interpretation is blocked by the fact that prescriptions need to convey new infor-
mation (see section 4.1), whereas the desire to marry a new wife, given the above
conditions, would be spontaneously present.
To sum up, permissions can only occur as exceptions to a previously stated

prohibition. In the example discussed above, it is generally prohibited to
remarry, but one can remarry if his first wife is not virtuous or if she is infer-
tile. This idea of interpreting permissions as exceptions reflects a quite com-
mon practice in normative texts, such as legal codes used in European
jurisprudence, where permissions are normally stated only if there is an expec-
tation of the contrary, due to some general prohibition. Norms stating permis-
sions usually derogate from what is stated in other norms (see, e.g., the entry
for “permission” in Bouvier (1856)). On the other hand, it must be noted that
actions that are not explicitly mentioned in the Vedas are also permitted
(in the weak sense of not being prohibited) because they are taken to be nor-
matively indifferent (see section 3.1).

21 dharmapraj�asaṃpanne d�are n�any�aṃ kurvīteti ca. evam idam api smaryata eva, anyatar�ap�aye ’ny�aṃ
kurvīteti. tasm�ad yasya na dharmasampann�a, na praj�asampann�a v�a patnī, so ’ny�aṃ kurvīteti. somap�an�ad
iti c�arthav�adaṃ vyapadi�sati sma. somapo na dvitīt�aṃ j�ay�am abhyas�uyata iti dvitīy�am api j�ay�aṃ dar�sayati
(ŚBh ad PMS 6.8.18).
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4. Key Features of Vedic Commands

Because the same requirements apply to prohibitions and prescriptions, in the
next sections we will treat both at the same time under the name of commands.

4.1 Novelty
Prescriptions or prohibitions need to convey something new (ap�urva).22 There
cannot be a prescription asking a person to do something the person is already
inclined to do. Consequently, if a prescription seemed to enjoin to a hungry girl
that she should eat, this could not be interpreted as a prescription to eat (because
it does not convey anything new and the urge to eat was already present).23

Therefore, Mīm�aṃs�a interprets sentences which have the form of prescriptions
but which at first seem to lack this element of novelty as conveying instead some-
thing else which is indeed new. For instance, in the above example: “you should
eat” told to a hungry girl could be interpreted as enjoining that she should
eat now.
The same requirement of novelty is found also in the Mīm�aṃs�a epistemologi-

cal theory, according to which sense perception and the other instruments of
knowledge ultimately elaborating on sense perceptual data, such as inference and
analogy, can only have access to states of affairs (i.e., to what is the case) and
have no way of grasping what should be done. To elaborate, no matter how long
observant people look at a sunny Sunday, they will not be able to understand that
they ought to go to church on that day. In this way, the novelty requirement pro-
vides a foundation for a principle which is extensively discussed in modern moral
philosophy, the so-called Is-Ought Thesis formulated by David Hume.24

According to this principle, normative statements cannot be inferred from
descriptive ones.
For duties, the only possible source are authorities, such as the Veda.

Mīm�aṃs�a authors add that the only source is indeed the Veda, arguing that the
other alleged authorities (e.g., the Buddhist canon) are not soundly based
(because, according to them, the Buddha is a fraud because he claims to be an
omniscient human being, which is impossible by definition, etc.).25

22 See Bhoja’s �Sṛṅg�araprak�a�sa, 10.10 for a concise description thereof: apr�aptau pr�apaṇavacanaṃ
vidhiḥ “a prescription expresses the obtainment of something which was not obtained before.” And:
pr�aptau niv�araṇaṃ niṣedhaḥ “a prohibition expresses the cessation of something which was already
obtained.”
23 See above, section 3.1 for a corresponding example concerning prohibitions.
24 For a critical discussion of the Is-Ought Thesis, see Stove (1978).
25 As is to be expected, Buddhist epistemologists replied by claiming that the Veda’s authority is
unsound, see Taber et al. (2012).
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4.2 Singleness
Commands should convey only one thing (see PMS 2.1, section 14). Mīm�aṃs�a
authors do not accept composite exhortative expressions such as “You ought to
do X and Y” or “You ought to do X or Y” as conveying a valid prescription. If a
prescription appears to convey two duties these are regularly construed as hierar-
chically connected to each other, for example, “You ought to do X qualified by
Y.” Only in order to avoid ending up with a meaningless Vedic text, Mīm�aṃs�a
authors resort, as a last resort to a principle, called v�akyabheda. Through the
application of v�akyabheda, an exhortative expression such as “It is obligatory to
do X and Y” is reinterpreted as conveying two separate prescriptions, namely “It
is obligatory to do X” and “It is obligatory to do Y.”26

4.3 Addressee
Prescriptions always apply to a given set of people, namely the ones who have
the relevant eligibility (adhik�ara). Having the relevant adhik�ara means being enti-
tled to — and, at the same time, compelled to — perform a given sacrifice. The
general adhik�ara for sacrifices entails the fact of being able to perform them
(i.e., blind and lame people do not have the adhik�ara) and the fact of having
enough wealth to finance them. That is, the adhik�ara discussion (as found in ŚBh
on PMS 6.1) “Ought” implies “Can,” whose first explicit formulation in
European philosophy is attributed to Immanuel Kant. A command applies only if
there is a concrete possibility that it will be observed. More precisely, Śabara
relies on this principle in its contrapositive form, claiming that the inability to
perform a given duty blocks the applicability of a given prescription, so
“Cannot” implies “Not ought.”27

26 For more details on v�akyabheda, see Wicher (1999).
27 For a discussion of the “Ought” implies “Can” principle, also with reference to its attribution to
Kant, see Stern (2004). The contrapositive version of the “Ought” implies “Can” principle is often dis-
cussed in analytic philosophy, (see, e.g., Howard-Snyder, 2006). Sometimes in the literature it is also for-
mulated as “Cannot” implies “Ought not.” For instance, Stoddard equates the latter with “the
impossibility of doing a thing implies the absence of any moral obligation to do it” (Stoddard, 1982,
p. 219). However, as pointed out by one of the reviewers and by Seamus Bradley in a private communi-
cation, the latter formulation might be interpreted as entailing a negative obligation, which is not what
Mīm�aṃs�a authors suggest. In other words, it is not the case that the impossibility to do X implies a com-
mand to refrain from doing it. A short excursus in the Mīm�aṃs�a treatment of blind and other disabled
people: Blind people and other people who cannot perform sacrifices can nonetheless achieve heaven
with alternative ways, that is, by remaining chaste students of the Veda instead of being householders
and perform sacrifices, as explained by Kum�arila in his Tantrav�arttika on PMS 1.3.4. Later Mīm�aṃs�a
authors also express the principle in its positive form, see, for example, Veṅkaṭan�atha’s Śatad�uṣaṇī,
section on aika�s�astrya: “Even the Veda does not prescribe an impossible act” (na hy a�saṅkanīyam
arthaṃ vedo ’pi vidadh�ati).
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Another way to look at this issue consists in claiming that the applicability of a
prescription depends on whether eligibility is met. Thus, a prescription of the
form “You should do X “has to be rephrased as “If you have the relevant
adhik�ara, then you should do X.” In this way, prescriptions become conditional
statements in which the antecedent makes reference to eligibility and demarcates
the scope of application.
As for prohibitions, kratvartha prohibitions clearly regard only people engag-

ing in a given sacrifice and thus specified by the conditions applying to the rele-
vant prescription. On the other hand, puruṣ�artha prohibitions appear to regard all
people who could perform the forbidden action, given that no result is
mentioned.
Does the ability requirement apply also to prohibitions, so that impossible

actions cannot be prohibited? This should be the case because commands need to
convey something new and prohibitions such as “You ought not fly” do not con-
vey something new because what would be prohibited already obtains (pr�apta)
through one’s physical inability to fly. Consequently, if one were to find a Vedic
statement which seemingly prohibited to fly, one could not interpret it as a
prohibition.28

4.4 Results and sanctions
Prohibitions and prescriptions do not cover all possible actions. Many actions are
naturally performed due to one’s condition as a living being (e.g., eating, drink-
ing) and do not need to be enjoined. Others, such as playing chess, are just not
separately prescribed or prohibited.
As already hinted at (see section 3.2), some prescriptions seem not to have any

result, but they might all be construed as having a general result, namely happi-
ness because the desire for happiness can be attributed to all living beings with-
out differentiation. If one performs the Citr�a sacrifice, one will obtain (further)
cattle. If one doesn’t perform the Citr�a sacrifice, one will not obtain (further) cat-
tle, but nothing wrong will accrue. What if one does not perform the fixed sacri-
fices? As will be examined below, different authors have different opinions. Some
say that one just has to perform fixed sacrifices because it is one’s duty, full stop
(so in the Pr�abh�akara Tantrarahasya, chapter IV). Others say that failing to per-
form fixed sacrifices will lead to the accumulation of p�apa “evil” (akin to “sin”
or “negative karman”). This would make fixed sacrifices work more like prohibi-
tions insofar as they would lead to negative consequences.

28 The dubitative form in the previous statement is only due to the fact that we could not find an
explicit discussion of it in Mīm�aṃs�a texts.
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As for prohibitions, the negative consequences resulting from their violation
are not all of the same kind. Prohibitions can be puruṣ�artha or kratvartha (see
above, section 3.3) according to whether they apply throughout one’s life or only
within a given sacrifice. If a kratvartha prohibition is disregarded and no expia-
tion (see section 3.4) is performed, then the sacrifice will lose its efficacy in
bringing a desired result into being. What about the failure to observe a pur-
uṣ�artha prohibition? One will end up accumulating negative karman.29

In this sense, both kratvartha and puruṣ�artha prohibitions achieve nothing if
observed and a negative consequence if transgressed. The difference lies in the
target of the negative consequence, which is the ritual itself in the case of
kratvartha prohibitions and the sacrificer in the case of puruṣ�artha prohibitions.
The table in Figure 8 summarises the various consequences of commands
described so far.
This means that one cannot take the expressions “It is forbidden to do X” and

“It is obligatory not to do X” as having the same meaning because obligations are
connected to a result, whereas prohibitions do not and because all prohibitions, if
transgressed, lead to a sanction, whereas the failure to comply to a negative obli-
gation in most cases does not entail any sanction. In other words, results and
sanctions are two primary fundamental elements. Moreover, they are not compa-
rable in the sense that they are not collocated on the same continuum line of
malus and bonus effects. Based on this lack of comparability, transgressing a pro-
hibition leads to a sanction which cannot be compensated by the positive result
one might achieve through the performance of a given elective ritual.30

This rigid distinction based on the opposition between results and sanctions
could be perhaps bypassed if what is stated as the desired result is understood not
as the prescription’s output but as a device to identify the addressee of the pre-
scription. In fact, the thinkers of the Pr�abh�akara school claim that desired outputs
like a son or cattle are nothing but a byproduct of the sacrifice, and that their
mention in the prescription is not meant to state that they are the sacrifice’s result.
Rather, they are mentioned in order to identify the addressee of a given com-
mand, so that “The one who desires rain should sacrifice with the K�arīri” actually
means “The obligation to perform the K�arīri applies to all who desire rain” and
not “Through the K�arīri, one obtains rain.” However, even the Pr�abh�akara school
does not endorse the identification of prohibitions and negative obligations.

29 Cf the following discussion of a puruṣ�artha prohibition: [�s�udrasya] adhīy�anasy�apy adhyayanaṃ
saphalaṃ na bhavati, doṣa�s ca j�ayate “If a member of the �s�udra class (for which the recitation of the
Veda is prohibited) were to recite the Veda, their recitation [of the Veda] would not lead to any result,
but a flaw will ensue [if they were to recite it]” (ŚBh on PMS 6.1.37).
30 We are indebted to Nilanjan Das and Parimal Patil for a very interesting discussion on the defence
of the noncomparability of harms and benefits in other philosophical discussions, e.g., in Shiffrin (1999).
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The role played by the various features of commands discussed so far is crucial
because it is on the basis of these features that statements which look like prescrip-
tions (e.g., the parisaṅkhy�a prescription “you should eat the five five-nailed animals”)
have been interpreted as prohibitions (because they do not enjoy anything new, but
they prohibit something new) and, conversely, statements which look like prohibi-
tions could be interpreted as prescriptions (because they entail a result).31

5. Dynamic Properties of Elective Sacrifices

There is no obligation to perform an elective sacrifice. Not performing it just
means that one will not obtain its result. However, once one has undertaken an
elective sacrifice, one will have to carry it out until the end, even if one no longer
desires its outcome, (see ŚBh on PMS 6.2.13).32 This means that, once an elec-
tive sacrifice has been undertaken, the prescription regarding it is to be consid-
ered binding and that the prescriptions concerning all its subsidiaries are to be
considered as enjoining actions in a fixed way (nothing additional is obtained by
fulfilling them, but negative consequences will accrue if one fails to comply).
The upholder of the prima facie view in this connection urges that undertaken sacri-

fices do not need to be completed because unfinished sacrifices are like sacrifices not
undertaken. But the conclusive view denies that. He explains that the commencement
behaves like the occasion (nimitta), causing one to be under the obligation to complete
the sacrifice. Thus, although elective sacrifices are in general just recommended to get
the associated result, once they are undertaken their completion becomes obligatory. In
other words, as discussed by Śabara, once a prescribed action has been undertaken one
should go until the end even if the occasion prompting the action in the first place has
meanwhile disappeared.33 However, there is still a significant difference in the way in

Figure 8. Consequences of commands

31 See the discussion in ŚBh on PMS 6.2.19 on seeming prohibitions like “One should not eat
kalañja.”
32 tenopakr�ante karmaṇi yadi vīy�at phalecch�a, av�apnoti v�a phalam, tasy�am apy avasth�ay�am, kartavyam
evopakr�antasya parisam�apanam.
33 “It remains the case that something, which is described as having to be done when a condition is
present, has to be done even when its condition has disappeared” (nimitte cotpanne yat kartavyam ity
ucyate, tad vinaṣṭe ’pi nimitte kartavyam eva, ŚBh on PMS 6.2.13). See also PMS 6.2.13–15 and ŚBh
thereon.
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which fixed and occasional sacrifices and elective sacrifices have to be carried out until
their completion. In fact, whereas the auxiliaries of fixed and occasional sacrifices have
to be performed according to one’s capacity, the auxiliaries of elective sacrifices have to
be performed precisely as prescribed in the Veda (as discussed above, section 3.2.2). In
other words, the same mechanism implies that in the case of complex sacrifices, the pre-
scription regarding the undertaking of the sacrifice is elective; but once one has under-
taken it, all the prescriptions regarding its auxiliaries become binding.

6. The Interaction between Prescriptions and Prohibitions

The issue of the conflict among commands is more complex than it might look at
first sight. In fact, blocking a previously established command might entail that
this is not or no longer valid. Should not this jeopardise the validity of the text
issuing this command? Mīm�aṃs�a authors try to avoid the risk of claiming that
Vedic commands can invalidate other Vedic commands and rather first try to
interpret cases of seeming conflicts as consequences of some misunderstanding.
In other words, they try to first see whether the seeming conflict between two
commands could be due only to a wrong interpretation of one of the two com-
mands and to eliminate it by correcting the interpretation. For this reason,
Mīm�aṃs�a authors devised a complex system of ways to deal with clashing com-
mands, with varying degrees of acceptability. The general aim is to avoid an
invalidation of the Vedic text issuing the command and to permit, by contrast, a
temporary suspension of its validity, or a revision of one’s belief about the seem-
ing clash — which one later realises not to have been one. Thus, Vedic com-
mands might de facto have a limited validity and in this sense resemble
defeasible norms in legal codes; indeed, in a legal code a norm making reference
to specific conditions is usually entitled to block the validity of a general norm
(lex specialis derogat generali). However, Mīm�aṃs�a authors are quite cautious in
officially recognising cases of derogation because they feel that blocking a part of
the Veda might undermine the deontic validity of the whole Veda. Instead, they
prefer to use mechanisms such as the one of paryud�asa (see below, section 6.2.1)
showing that it is not the second command which introduces a new exception to
the first but rather the first one which included an exception since the beginning
yet had only been misinterpreted at first.
More in detail, a conflict can occur among:

(1) Two prescriptions
(2) A prescription conflicting with a prohibition and threatening to override it
(3) A prohibition conflicting with a prescription and threatening to override it
(4) Two prohibitions
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Moreover, it can involve:

(a) Two commands of which one is more specific than the other
(b) Two commands which are on the same level of specificity

The picture is, however, further complicated by the fact that there are different
types of prescriptions (fixed, occasional, and elective) and of prohibitions (regard-
ing the person and regarding the ritual) which could all conflict among each
other.
Moreover, the elective prescriptions, it will be remembered, work differently if

considered before the undertaking of the ritual (when they can be undertaken and
lead to a result or be ignored at no risk) or once the ritual has been undertaken
(when this needs any way to be completed). Nor can one just say that the elective
prescriptions become sic et simpliciter occasional ones, once the sacrifice has
been undertaken, because the difference between the yath�a�sakti and yath�any�aya
provisions remains in place (see above, section 3.2.2 and Freschi et al., 2019.
A further complication is that what has been called “prescription” or “prohibi-

tion” above and in the following sections should in fact be understood as “seem-
ing prescription” and “seeming prohibition” because in several cases the
Mīm�aṃs�a solution will involve a revision of one’s beliefs concerning commands.
Last, we will discuss about conflicts as if there were no distinction in their

source, whereas at least until Śabara it makes a difference whether a command is
found in the Veda or in a recollected text (smṛti), and we will not distinguish
between the way one has come to know a command.34

6.1 Con flicts among prescriptions
Let us start with the case (1) of two clashing prescriptions. First (1a), the two pre-
scriptions might have a different level of generality, for example, “One should
give coagulated milk to all Brahmins” and “One should give buttermilk to
Kauṇḍinya Brahmins.” When such prescriptions clash, Mīm�aṃs�a authors deal
with their conflict through the device of b�adha “suspension.” This involves that
the more general prescription is temporarily suspended by the more specific one
but will come back to validity in all cases not ruled by the more specific one.35

In the case of two prescriptions which are on the same level of specificity (1b),
Mīm�aṃs�a authors discuss two devices, namely vikalpa (option) or samuccaya

34 That is, through �sruti, liṅga, and the other instruments of knowledge listed in PMS 3.3.14.
35 It is noteworthy that b�adha in an epistemological context rather means “invalidation,” whereas in
this case it indicates a “temporary suspension.” EF has a forthcoming article on these two meanings of
b�adha and how to reconcile them (basically, via the epistemological theory of intrinsic validity, which
means that no invalidation is final).
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(accumulation). The latter is the fulfilment of both prescriptions and is preferable
because it does not invalidate any prescription. Vikalpa is, by contrast, the arbi-
trary picking one instead of the other. It is used when only one of the two pre-
scriptions can be fulfilled, for example, when one needs to bake one cake and
there are two conflicting prescriptions: one prescribing to use rice and another
prescribing to use barley for it.36 Vikalpa is used only if it there are no other ways
out because it necessarily involves disregarding at least one command. This
means, de facto, that vikalpa is adopted only in a limited number of cases and
only when there are no further elements available to orient one’s decision. Thus,
it is typically applied at the end of a series of commands, when only the last pro-
cedural details are being prescribed and nothing is hierarchically linked to them.

6.2 Con flicts involving prohibitions
Let us now move to conflicts involving prohibitions (items 2–4 in the list of sec-
tion 6). Generally speaking, prescriptions presuppose one’s desire for the output
of an action, whereas prohibitions presuppose one’s natural appetites or a pre-
scription that has to be blocked. The case of a natural appetite being restrained is
quite straightforward, whereas the case of a previous prescription to be blocked
requires a more careful analysis. What exactly occurs when a prohibition blocks a
previously established prescription?

6.2.1 A general prescription clashing with a specific prohibition
In the case (2a) of a general prescription being blocked by a successive prohibi-
tion, Mīm�aṃs�a authors suggest to rephrase the first prescription as a prescription-
with-embedded-exception (paryudastavidhi), that is, as applying to all cases but
the one the seeming prohibition is about In this way, both prescription and prohi-
bition are interpreted together as prescribing a single command, namely to do X
in all cases which are not the one the seeming prohibition is about. For instance,
the seeming prescription to recite the ye yaj�amahe mantra and the seeming

36 One cannot mix rice and barley, because by so doing one would be violating both prescriptions,
respectively enjoining one to bake a rice cake and to bake a barley cake. One would, moreover, do some-
thing altogether new and not prescribed, namely baking a rice-and-barley cake. For a parallel in Euro-
American philosophy, see Ullmann-Margalit & Morgenbesser (1977) on the concept of picking: “When
preferences are completely symmetrical, where one is strictly indifferent with regard to the alternatives,
we shall refer to the act of taking (doing) one of them as an act of picking. […] More precisely, a simple
picking situation will be a selection situation with the alternatives A and B such that: (i) the agent cannot
select both A and B (“cannot” being construed as deontic prohibition, practical impossibility, or what-
ever); (ii) the agent is indifferent between A and B; (iii) the agent prefers the selection of either A or B,
whichever it may be, to the selection of neither: one — or the other — is better for him than none”
(Ullmann-Margalit and Morgenbesser, 1977, pp. 757–758]). We are grateful to Seamus Bradley for
pointing out this study.
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prohibition to recite it during fore-sacrifices37 are together reinterpreted as pre-
scribing the recitation of the mantra in all cases but the fore-sacrifices.
In other words, Mīm�aṃs�a authors argue that one wrongly considered the initial

prescription as having general validity, whereas it actually has a limited validity
given that the successive prohibition represents an exception to it. Thus, they
argue that the second command only spells out the limits of the application of the
first command rather than invalidating it.38 Interestingly enough, this reinterpreta-
tion means that the seeming prohibition is no longer to be considered such and
that there is therefore no sanction in case one erroneously pronounces the mantra
at stake during the fore-sacrifices. Consequently, no expiation ritual is even
needed.39

6.2.2 A general prohibition clashing with a specific prescription
Next comes the case of a prescription seemingly clashing with a previous prohibi-
tion having a different level of specificity (3a), for example, the prescription to
eat after a certain moment of the sacrifice given the prohibition to eat during the
same sacrifice The former is construed as a permission, and the previous com-
mand, as in the case 2a, is construed as embedding an exception (the term used is
paryudast�anujñ�a). Why would one construe the latter seeming prescription as a
permission and therefore create a neutral deontic domain instead of reading it as
prescription? It is because each prescription needs to enjoin something new (see
above, section 4.1) and eating is something naturally desired, so a prescription
prescribing eating would be meaningless, which is impossible.
Interestingly, the paryudast�anujñ�a is construed according to Kum�arila Bhaṭṭa

not as an exception to a previous prohibition but as an exception to a previous
negative obligation (the obligation not to eat in the case discussed above). Why
so? Possibly because failing to observe the above-mentioned prohibition to eat
would need to entail a sanction. By contrast, if this is reinterpreted as a negative
obligation, by not observing it one at most does not get a positive result, but they
do not risk any sanction.

37 Fore-sacrifices are the initial rites of a given ritual.
38 On the mechanism of the paryudastavidhi, see Saxena (2019). We could discuss with Shishir
Saxena, Kees van Berkel, Agata Ciabattoni and Björn Lellmann several of the topics discussed in this
section.
39 The paryud�asa-mechanism enables Mīm�aṃs�a authors to avoid any threat to the authority of the
Veda. One might therefore wonder why is not the same mechanism used also in the case of conflicts
among prescriptions, so as not to have to temporarily suspend one of the two. The paryud�asa mecha-
nism, however, adds no alternative content, so that by applying it one would be able to know that one
needs not give coagulated milk to the Kauṇḍinya Brahmins, but one would not have any alternative com-
mand at disposal.
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6.2.3 A prescription clashing with a prohibition at the same level of specificity
What happens in the case of a prohibition and a prescription at the same level of
specificity (3b)? They lead to a vikalpa, as in the case of drawing or not drawing
a ṣoḍa�sin within the Atir�atra sacrifice40 This means that one can either decide to
use a ṣoḍa�sin or not to use it, and in both cases no sanction will follow. Pragmati-
cally, this makes it more likely for one not to perform the action and to avoid the
additional effort.41

6.2.4 Con flicts among prohibitions
The last case is that of a clash among prohibitions (4) If the above statement
about the fact that prohibitions cannot be suspended is accurate, then the clash of
two prohibitions necessarily involves a sanction. Even in the case of two prohibi-
tions having the same level of specificity, there should be vikalpa, but this would
not lead one to completely avoid any sanction (only to avoid one of the two). In
order to altogether avoid the sanction, one needs to reinterpret the clash as involv-
ing a specific prohibition and a more general negative obligation. Why is it the
case that it is not possible to suspend the validity of a prohibition, just like,
through b�adha, one suspends the validity of a prescription? In other words, why
do Mīm�aṃs�a authors tend to assume that prohibitions are not liable to be inva-
lidated nor even suspended?42 We are not aware of an explicit answer to this
question, but one might suggest that this has to do with the nature of prohibitions.
In fact, prohibitions are identified by their entailing a sanction if not observed.
Prescriptions, if not observed, do not lead to their result, and this holds true also
for suspended prescriptions. A suspended prescription no longer has any grasp on
one, but neither does it lead to a result. Symmetrically, a prohibition, if not
observed, necessarily leads to a sanction. Concrete cases of clashing prohibitions can
be found within discussions of duress conditions, where it is stated that the perfor-
mance of a prohibited act will nonetheless lead to a sanction, although to a dimin-
ished one and although this can be then later allayed with an expiation ritual.
A summary of the present discussion is provided in the table of Figure 9. How-

ever, the picture could be further complicated because the table does not distin-
guish between fixed and occasional prescriptions and elective ones, nor between

40 On the meaning of ṣoḍa�sin, see the Mīm�aṃs�any�ayasaṅgraha, section 10.5.13 (Benson, 2010, foot-
note 444).
41 On vikalpa among prescriptions and prohibitions at the maximum level of specificity, see
(Saxena, 2019). Later Mīm�aṃs�a authors claim that there is an added benefit in performing the most elab-
orate version of a ritual, for example, by using the ṣoḍa�sin, because otherwise the text prescribing the
more elaborate version would be useless, however we could not locate such claims in Śabara or
Kum�arila. We are grateful to Sudipta Munsi for having discussed this issue with us and with his teacher,
Maṇi Draviḍa Ś�astrījī.
42 This claim is explicitly made by an opponent in ŚBh on PMS 10.8.2. The opponent does not have
the last word, but the general claim is not challenged.
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kratvartha and puruṣ�artha prohibitions. The case of clashes between fixed and
occasional prescriptions or puruṣ�artha prohibitions on the one hand and elective
prescriptions on the other is straightforward: Because the latter are only rec-
ommended, they can be ignored without any problem, whereas transgressing a
fixed or occasional prescription or a puruṣ�artha prohibition involves a sanction.
Hence, one surely needs to observe them and ignore the elective prescription.
What about the conflict between elective prescriptions and kratvartha prohibi-

tions? Once a sacrifice has been undertaken, the distinction between a recommen-
dation and an obligation no longer holds, so that it would not make sense to
discuss as a separate case the conflict between an elective prescription (which is
such only until the beginning of the corresponding ritual) and a kratvartha prohi-
bition (which becomes active only within a given ritual). We finally want to
remark that there were different opinions within Mīm�aṃs�a on the topic of con-
flicts between commands and, in fact, various discussants within the ŚBh and
other texts mention, for example, the possibility of using vikalpa instead of the
device of paryudastavidhi.

7. Some Ideas to Represent the Mīm�aṃs�a Theory in a Logical Framework

7.1 Building a logical system
We will now represent the fundamental aspects of the Mīm�aṃs�a theory in terms
of a formal language. Our overall objectives are reflecting on the current state of
research in this area and preparing the ground for a future systematic logical anal-
ysis of the theory at issue. We will rely on the framework provided in Freschi
et al. (2019). We will extend and modify such framework in order to take into
account the additional aspects of the Mīm�aṃs�a theory discussed in the present
article. Our presentation will be mainly narrative and will focus on the meaning
of some logical principles and metarules that can be used to formally codify the
Mīm�aṃs�a theory.
We stress since the beginning that, in order to ensure that the formal theory

relies on the specific concepts employed by Mīm�aṃs�a authors when reasoning
about commands (i.e., to meet the criterion of faithfulness mentioned in section 1),
we have to go beyond the symbolic toolkit offered by traditional deontic systems
of propositional logic. For instance, we need to replace the propositional vari-
ables used in the language of these systems (see, e.g., Åqvist, 2002) with syntac-
tic constructions that allow for representing propositions of relevant categories
rather than arbitrary ones. In some cases, this can be achieved by simply exploi-
ting a propositional constant (such as the constant e, denoting the proposition that
eligibility conditions to perform a sacrifice are met). In other cases, a more
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refined approach is called for: we must formally reproduce the internal structure
of propositions because the deductive inferences that we want to capture depend
on this structure. Thus, we will exploit individual constants and functions to
denote certain categories of entities (e.g., sacrifices, ritual actions, events trigger-
ing a sacrifice, outcomes of a sacrifice) and predicates describing certain proper-
ties or relations among these entities (e.g., subsidiarity, occurrence). In other
words, we will make use of symbols representing all those components of a prop-
osition that are necessary to draw relevant inferences in the Mīm�aṃs�a theory.
Consider the following example: in a deductive argument we want to conclude

that the performance of a ritual action subsidiary to a sacrifice has to be carried
out exactly as prescribed in the texts; in order to do this, the argument must
include — according to the Mīm�aṃs�a theory — the assumption that the sacrifice
at issue is an elective one. Thus, the argument relies on properties ascribed to
(and relations among) the ritual action and the sacrifice, and this means that such
components need to be traced in the formal language (via individual constants,
predicates, etc.). By contrast, other internal components of propositions used in
the argument might not play any role in triggering the desired conclusion; there-
fore, there is no need to represent these within the formal language.
All in all, we have to depart from standard languages of propositional logic,

but we do not need the full expressive power of the predicate calculus. Indeed,
no essential use of quantification is involved in the Mīm�aṃs�a analysis of com-
mands (whence, we will not introduce individual variables and quantifiers).43 The
proposed level of analysis of propositions, which is halfway treating them as

Figure 9. Types of normative conflict and solutions (simplified scheme)

43 Sometimes, quantification will be simulated via schemata of formulas intended to hold for all sym-
bols belonging to some primitive sets (see, e.g., def 1–3 below).
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atoms of the formal language (as in propositional logic) and listing all their inter-
nal components needed for predication (as in the predicate calculus), in our opin-
ion is adequate to represent the Mīm�aṃs�a theory in a formal setting (see the
granularity criterion in section 1).
As far as the deontic features of the formal framework are concerned, we

remark that an important notion employed in the Mīm�aṃs�a theory is that of a rec-
ommendation (or weak duty), which is not captured in mainstream languages of
deontic logic. Thus, the joint treatment of obligations and recommendations in
the present framework opens the way to a broader understanding of their relations
in systems of deontic logic.
We start the construction of our logical framework by presenting the formal

language, called ℒd, and already employed in Freschi et al. (2019). This con-
sists of 44:

• A set of individual constants for sacrifices (denoted by s1, s2, s3, …);
• A set of individual constants for ritual actions performed within a sacrifice (a1,
a2, a3, …);

• A set of individual constants for events which could work as the occasion trig-
gering a given sacrificial duty, such as the birth of a son (e1, e2, e3, …);

• A set of individual constants for sacrificial outcomes, such as cattle (o1, o2,
o3, …), together with a special individual constant representing the outcome
“happiness” (o*);

• A propositional constant representing the fact that eligibility conditions are met
(e);

• The Boolean connectives ! (to be read “if … then …,” or “whenever …, …”), ≡
(“… if and only if …”), ^ (“… and …” or “… but …”), _ (“… or …”) and ¬
(“it is not the case that …”);

• Two dyadic modal operators for obligation and recommendation, representing
the deontic notions used in the distinction between fixed and occasional, and
elective sacrifices (O and ℛ)45;

• A unary predicate applied to sacrifices; (Und, for “… is undertaken”), in order
to account for the different deontic situation which occurs once a sacrifice has
been undertaken;

44 We adopt a slightly different notation here. For instance, in order to distinguish predicate symbols
from the function symbols that we are going to propose, the former start with a capital letter and are writ-
ten in a different font. All sets of primitive symbols can be actually taken to be finite, because they are
associated with concepts explicitly mentioned in the Mīm�aṃs�a theory. In the reading of primitive sym-
bols dots are used as placeholders for the arguments these symbols apply to.
45 We exploit here only the dyadic version of the deontic operators, though Freschi et al. (2019) dis-
cuss also a monadic version.
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• Two unary predicates applied to ritual actions (Eap, for “… is performed
exactly as prescribed” and Amp for “… is performed as much as possible”)
(see above, section 3.2.2);

• A unary predicate applied to events (Tpl, for “… takes place”);
• A unary predicate applied to outcomes (Des, for “… is desired”);
• A binary predicate applied to an ordered pair consisting of a ritual action and a
sacrifice (Sub, for “… is a subsidiary of …”).

Individual constants will be also said to be names of the corresponding entities.
A formula whose main operator is O or ℛ is respectively represented as O ϕ½ �ψ or

ℛ[ϕ]ψ , where ϕ is said to be the antecedent of the deontic operator and ψ is said
to be the consequent of the deontic operator. As far as the interpretation of deon-
tic operators is concerned, the expression O θ½ �ϕ means “according to the Veda, ϕ

is obligatory under condition θ” and ℛ[θ]ϕ means “according to the Veda, ϕ is
recommended under condition θ.”
Within this basic language, fixed, occasional (given that an event ek takes

place) and elective (given that an outcome oh is desired) sacrifices are defined via
the following schemata, where the symbols si, ek and oh can be uniformly
substituted by any symbol belonging to the same set (hence, the definitions hold
for all names of sacrifices, events, and outcomes):

Def 1 Fixed sið Þ= defO e^Des o*ð Þ½ �Und sið Þ;
Def 2 Occasional sið Þ=ek = defO e^Tpl ekð Þ^Des o*ð Þ½ �Und sið Þ;
Def 3 Elective sið Þ=oh = defℛ e^Des ohð Þ½ �Und sið Þ.

Relying on these definitions, (Freschi et al., 2019) showed how one can capture
fundamental features of the relation between the main sacrifice and the subsidiary
ritual actions in some logical systems. For the sake of example, we can consider
the system there called S0d, whose axiomatic basis is specified below:

A0 any substitution instance of a tautology of the Propositional Calculus;
A1 Eap(ai) ! Amp(ai);

A2 Fixed sið Þ^Sub aj,si
� �� �!O e^Des o*ð Þ½ � Und sið Þ!Amp aj

� �� �
;

A3 Occasional sið Þ=en^Sub aj,si
� �� �!O e^Tpl enð Þ^Des o*ð Þ½ � Und sið Þ!Amp aj

� �� �
;

A4 Elective sið Þ=on^Sub aj,si
� �� �!O e^Des onð Þ½ � Und sið Þ!Eap aj

� �� �
;

A5 O θ½ �ðϕ^ψÞ! O θ½ �ϕ^O θ½ �ψ
� �

;

A6 ¬ O θ½ �ϕ^O θ½ �¬ϕ
� �

;

A7 ℛ[θ](ϕ ^ ψ) ! (ℛ[θ]ϕ ^ ℛ[θ]ψ );
A8 ¬ℛ[θ](ϕ ^ ¬ ϕ);
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R0 ϕ ϕ!ψ
ψ ;

R1
ϕ�ψ

O θ½ �ϕ�O θ½ �ψ
;

R2 θ�ξ
O θ½ �ϕ�O ξ½ �ϕ

;

R3 ϕ�ψ
ℛ θ½ �ϕ�ℛ θ½ �ψ

;

R4 θ�ξ
ℛ θ½ �ϕ�ℛ ξ½ �ϕ

.

For instance, we read A1 as “if ritual action ai is performed exactly as pre-
scribed, then it is performed as much as possible.” Furthermore, we read A2 as:
“if si is a fixed sacrifice and aj is one of its subsidiary actions, then it is obliga-
tory that, whenever eligibility is met and happiness is desired, if one undertakes
si, one performs aj as much as possible.” Rules R0 to R4 have to be read along
these lines: if what is above the horizontal line is derivable in S0d, then what is
below the horizontal line is derivable in S0d as well.
What follows is a list of ideas to modify and extend the system S0d in order to

capture the additional aspects of the Mīm�aṃs�a theory discussed in this article.
First of all, we propose to replace individual constants for outcomes and events
with two functions, out and evt, associating outcomes and events to sacrifices. In
this way, we can say, for instance, that out(si) is the expected outcome of sacrifice
si and that evt(si) is the event (occasion) for sacrifice si. This choice turns out to
be useful in cases in which one wants to make reference to the outcome of a sac-
rifice that has been already mentioned in a formula.46

Second, we want to notice that in a more elaborated logical representation of
the Mīm�aṃs�a theory it is convenient to take predicates for fixed, occasional, and
elective sacrifices as primitive symbols and to transform the definitions Def 1–
Def 3 provided above into a list of logical principles. For instance, consider the
following (taking for granted the usual claim about uniform substitution):

P1 Fixed sið Þ!O e^Des out sið Þð Þ½ �Und sið Þ;
P2 Occasional sið Þ!O e^Tpl evt sið Þð Þ^Des out sið Þð Þ½ �Und sið Þ;
P3 Elective sið Þ!ℛ e^Des out sið Þð Þ½ �Und sið Þ.

46 In case of multiple events serving as an occasion for a sacrifice and of multiple outcomes of a sacri-
fice, we can use numerals to distinguish among them, as in out1(si), out2(si), etc. Accordingly, the sche-
mata of formulas presented so far (and those presented in the rest of the section) can be modified by
replacing expressions of kind evt(si) and out(si) with expressions of kind evtk(sj) and outk(sj), where k is
a numeral (and, as usual, it is intended that k can be uniformly substituted by a different numeral).
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The choice of having primitive predicate symbols for fixed, occasional, and
elective sacrifice can be accompanied by additional postulates to clarify that these
predicates are mutually exclusive.

P4 Fixed(si) ! ¬ Occasional(si);
P5 Fixed(si) ! ¬ Elective(si);
P6 Occasional(si) ! ¬ Elective(si).

In this way, one is able to rule out some problematic consequences of defini-
tions Def 1–3. For instance, consider a scenario in which both O e^Des o*ð Þ½ �Und sið Þ
and ℛ e^Des ohð Þ½ �Und sið Þ hold for a certain sacrifice si; this is certainly possible

because the two formulas at issue are jointly consistent with the set of theorems
of S0d. If we were to use the definitions above, then si would be classified both as
a fixed and as an elective sacrifice in this scenario. This consequence cannot be
drawn, by contrast, when using principles like P1–P6.
Principles P4–P6 adhere to the perspective of common Mīm�aṃs�a as

described in Freschi et al. (2019), where fixed, occasional, and elective sacri-
fices are taken to represent distinct categories of ritual actions. However,
already according to Śabara’s interpretation (y �avajjīva-adhikaraṇa, ŚBh on
PMS 10.7.3), fixed sacrifices are just occasional sacrifices whose occasion
takes place everyday, so P4 would not be accepted as a valid logical principle
by most Mīm�aṃs�a authors.
In order to keep track of the consequences of prescriptions and prohibitions,

one can add to the formal language a unary predicate Obt, which takes an out-
come as an input, so that the expression Obt(out(si)) for a given sacrifice si
means that the outcome of si is obtained. We recall from the theoretical dis-
cussion in the previous sections that the expected outcome of a sacrifice is not
obtained when the sacrifice is not performed and there is no expiation rite.
Hence, expiation rites play an important role with respect to outcomes. This
suggests that it would be good to introduce a function exp which takes a sacri-
fice as an argument so that exp(si) denotes the expiation rite for si. After revis-
ing the axiomatic basis of S0d with the new linguistic choices illustrated so far
(which affect only the linguistic presentation of A3–A4), we can now add P1–
P6 and the following principles:

P7 Fixed sið Þ! e^¬Und sið Þ^¬Und exp sið Þð Þð Þ!¬Obt out sið Þð Þð Þ;
P8 Occasional sið Þ! e^Tpl evt sið Þð Þ^¬Und sið Þ^¬Und exp sið Þð Þð Þ!¬Obt out sið Þð Þð Þ
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As an example of reading, P7 says: “whenever si is a fixed sacrifice, if eligibil-
ity is met, but the performance of si is not undertaken and the corresponding
expiation rite is not performed, the outcome of si is not obtained.”
In order to represent explicit permissions and prohibitions, we add to the set of

deontic operators also P and ℱ. Here we do not address the issue of establishing
an axiomatic basis for the two new operators, but we limit ourselves to pointing
out that the two new operators should not be interdefinable with O , as a conse-
quence of the analysis in section 4.4. In particular, we do not want to have the
following principles (where the expressions on the right side of ≡ can be taken to
represent implicit permissions and prohibitions, respectively):

• P θ½ �ϕ�¬O θ½ �¬ϕ;
• ℱ θ½ �ϕ�O θ½ �¬ϕ.

This means that P and ℱ have to be taken as additional primitive operators of
the formal language because they are not interdefinable with O , unlike what is
the case in the language of many systems of deontic logic (see, also on this point,
Åqvist, 2002).
According to the Mīm�aṃs�a theory, the violation of a prohibition determines

negative consequences which affect either the transgressor (in the case of pur-
uṣ�artha prohibitions) or the output of a sacrifice (in the case of kratvartha prohi-
bitions). In the first case, we can formalise the negative consequences in terms of
a propositional function s such that s ϕð Þ means that the sanction associated to ϕ
is applied47; in the second case, we need to claim that the outcome of a sacrifice
is not obtained. Furthermore, puruṣ�artha prohibitions have no specific triggering
condition, so we can put a tautology (represented by the symbol > , which is a
shorthand for ϕ_ ¬ϕ) in the antecedent, meaning that the prohibition applies in
general. The triggering condition of a kratvartha prohibition, instead, is the fact
that a certain sacrifice has been undertaken. We therefore propose to add the fol-
lowing two logical principles:

P9 ℱ >½ �ϕ! ϕ! s ϕð Þð Þ;
P10 ℱ Und sið Þ½ �ϕ! Und sið Þ^ϕð Þ!¬Obt out sið Þð Þð Þ.

For instance, the reading of P9 is: “if ϕ is prohibited in general, then whenever
ϕ is the case, the associated sanction applies.” Concerning explicit permissions, a
minimal logical characterisation of them requires to have a principle stating that a

47 For the use of propositional constants and functions in deontic logic see, for instance,
Åqvist (2002).
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permission can only be an exception of a previously stated prohibition (see sec-
tion 3.5). Thus, we propose the following:

P11 ¬P >½ �ϕ;
P12 P θ½ �ϕ!ℱ >½ �ϕ.

P11 and P12 say that ϕ can be permitted only in some specific condition
(i.e., in some condition θ different from >); if this is the case, then ϕ is prohibi-
ted in general (under condition >).
Hereafter, we will adopt the label ℒd+ for the revised language described in

this section (including the modal operators P and ℱ; the function symbols out,
evt and exp; the predicates Obt, Fixed, Occasional, and Elective; and the proposi-
tional function s). We will refer to the logical system obtained from the original
axiomatic basis of S0d in Freschi et al. (2019) via the proposed linguistic changes
and the addition of P1–P12 as S0d

+.

7.2 Formalising principles to solve normative conflicts
In order to deal with conflict resolution procedures, we need to introduce a sec-
ond level of norms, which is represented by operators of kind Oatc , ℛatc, ℱatc,
etc.: all-things-considered obligations, all-things-considered recommendations,
all-things-considered prohibitions, etc. These are the normative concepts that
result from the resolution of conflicts involving the first level of norms. The
Mīm�aṃs�a analysis of normative conflicts tries to avoid all situations in which first
level norms are invalidated by second level norms because this would have the
epistemic consequences discussed above in section 6. Norms to be superseded
are rather suspended.48

We will now provide a formalisation of the principles used by Mīm�aṃs�a
authors to handle cases of conflicts among commands. These principles are met-
arules which can be applied to a logical theory construed by possibly adding fur-
ther principles to the axiomatic basis of system S0d

+. In order to avoid confusion

48 For a presentation of mechanisms to solve conflicts within a Mīm�aṃs�a inspired logical framework
but less precision as for what Mīm�aṃs�a authors claimed about their system, see Ciabattoni et al. (2018).
There the authors start with a set of normative statements explicitly found in the Vedic sources and con-
strue a set of derived normative statements out of the initial set. Then, they show how conflicts can be
solved at the level of derived normative statements via a mechanism based on specificity. Here, by
contrast, we start by analysing the fundamental properties of basic deontic concepts (such as obligation,
prohibition and permission), as defined within Mīm�aṃs�a; then, we show how norms involving these
first-level concepts have to be reinterpreted in terms of second-level deontic concepts (all-things-
considered ones) in case of a conflict. Therefore, our work is aimed at addressing questions of the fol-
lowing kind: what are the general features of the notion off obligation in the Mīm�aṃs�a theory? How
should one reinterpret a norm involving an obligation in case of conflict with another norm?
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with the internal rules of S0d
+ (that is, R0–R4), they are graphically represented

with a double inference line and identified with the label “MR.” We proceed by
analysing all cases of normative conflicts, adhering to the taxonomy of section 6.49

Some preliminary technical definitions are needed.
We start by specifying a set of formulas of the language whose Boolean com-

binations (of a certain kind) can be used as deductive principles in logical theo-
ries extending S0d

+. Let BASEℒd + =Σ1[Σ2, where:

• Σ1 is the set of all expressions in the language having the form Pred(arg),
where Pred � {Und, Eap, Tpl, Des, Obt} and arg is a suitable argument for
Pred (e.g., Obt(out(si)) is in Σ1);

• Σ2 is the set of all expressions in the language having the form Sub(arg1,
arg2), where arg1 is an individual constant for a ritual action and arg2 is an
individual constant for a sacrifice (e.g., Sub(a1, s1) is in Σ2).

Furthermore, let, for i � {1, 2}, ¬Σi = {¬ϕ : ϕ � Σi}[Σi. We define the nega-
tion-closure of BASEℒd + as the set ¬BASEℒd + =¬Σ1[¬Σ2.
In order to construe a logical theory over the system S0d

+, consider a set
Γ � ℒd+ such that, for all ϕ � Γ, either (I) ϕ = ψ ! χ, where ψ , χ � ¬ Σ1, or
(II) ϕ � ¬ Σ2. The set Γ specifies some factual relations among elements of
¬BASEℒd + . For instance, if Eap(ai) stands for “a cake is baked exactly as pre-
scribed” and Eap(aj) for “a rice-cake is baked exactly as prescribed,” Des(out(sk))
for “sun is desired” (where sun is the outcome of sacrifice sk) and Des(out(sl)) for
“rain is desired” (where rain is the outcome of sacrifice sl), we then can have Eap
(aj)!Eap(ai), Des(out(sk))! ¬Des(out(sl))�Γ. Let us denote by ϕ� Th(S0d

+)
the fact that a formula ϕ�ℒd+ is a theorem of S0d

+. The logical theory
corresponding to the union of Th(S0d

+) and Γ will be denoted by LT1.50 We can
say that a formula ϕ is a syntactic consequence of LT1, representing this fact as
LT1‘ϕ, if and only if (iff) there are ψ1, …, ψn� LT1 such that
(ψ1^…^ψn)!ϕ� Th(S0d

+). If ϕ is not a syntactic consequence of LT1, we
write LT1 ⊬ϕ. The theory LT1 is consistent if and only if LT1 ⊬ϕ^ ¬ϕ.
Let us say that two formulas ϕ and ψ are comparable (in LT1) iff either

LT1 ‘ ϕ ! ψ or LT1 ‘ ψ ! ϕ. Furthermore, we can say that if θ and ξ are the
antecedents of two deontic operators, then θ is more specific than ξ (in LT1) iff

49 For an overview of logical procedures to detect and (possibly) solve normative conflicts, the reader
is referred to Goble (2013).
50 We would like to remark that LT1 is not closed under uniform substitution (due to the definition
of Γ). Furthermore, for any choice of Γ the resulting theory LT1 is different; thus, in a more structured
framework it is convenient to keep track of Γ in the notation and write LT1Γ. For instance, in this way
one can say that LT1Γ �LT1Γ0 , for some sets Γ and Γ

0
such that Γ�Γ

0
. Nevertheless, for the aims of the

present article we can keep using the simplified notation without reference to Γ.
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LT1 ‘ θ ! ξ. In this case, we also say that θ overrides ξ (in LT1). The six
metarules MR1–MR6 specified below can be used to construe a second logical
theory, LT2, out of LT1. In particular, LT2 will include precisely the all-things-
considered norms that can be obtained from LT1 via MR1–MR6.
What follows is the list of possible conflicts and of metarules that can be used

to handle them. The reading of a metarule is: if the facts above the double hori-
zontal line hold, then the fact below the double horizontal line holds as well. We
remark that metarules involve two logical theories: LT1 and LT2.

7.2.1 Prescription versus prescription
In case of a conflict between two prescriptions whose antecedents are not compa-
rable and in cases in which there is no other element to orient one’s choice, one
has to follow either the first or the second prescription (vikalpa):
MR1

LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^O ξ½ �ψ^ ϕ!¬ψð Þ, LT1⊬θ! ξ, LT1⊬ξ! θ

Oatc
θ^ξ½ � ϕ_ψð Þ�LT2

In case of a conflict between two prescriptions whose antecedents are compara-
ble and, in particular, one of the antecedents overrides the other, a person has to
follow the prescription having a more specific antecedent (b�adha):
MR2

LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^O ξ½ �ψ^ ϕ!¬ψð Þ^ θ! ξð Þ, LT1⊬ξ! θ

Oatc
θ^ξ½ �ϕ�LT2

7.2.2 Prescription versus prohibition
In case of a conflict between a prescription and a prohibition whose antecedents
are not comparable, one has to follow either the first or the second command
(vikalpa). As already discussed, the vikalpa device is the one one adopts when
there is no other key available to choose in case of conflict. It is generally avoided
because it necessarily involves the violation of at least one Vedic command.
Nonetheless, given that there would be no other way out, the violation of the
Vedic command is considered to be harmless (because of the general principle
that no one is asked to do impossible things, and it would be in this case impossi-
ble not to violate any command. Accordingly, the initial prohibition becomes a
negative obligation within the resulting vikalpa (i.e., a negative disjunct in the
consequent of the operator Oatc):
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MR3

LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^ℱ ξ½ �ψ^ ϕ!ψð Þ, LT1⊬θ! ξ, LT1⊬ξ! θ

Oatc
θ^ξ½ � ϕ_¬ψð Þ�LT2

In case of a conflict between a prescription and a prohibition in which the latter
has a more specific antecedent than the former, one has to follow the prescription
in all cases except for those represented by the antecedent of the prohibition.
Therefore, the prescription is reinterpreted as having limited validity, and the
seeming prohibition specifies a relevant exception to such validity (par-
yudastavidhi), in the form of a negative obligation:
MR4

LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^ℱ ξ½ �ψ^ ϕ!ψð Þ^ ξ! θð Þ, LT1⊬θ! ξ

Oatc
θ^¬ξ½ �ϕ^Oatc

ξ½ � ¬ψ�LT2

In case of a conflict between a prescription and a prohibition where the former
has a more specific antecedent than the latter, one has to follow the prohibition in
all cases except for those represented by the antecedent of the prescription. Hence,
the prohibition is reinterpreted as being in fact a negative obligation and having
limited validity, whereas the prescription is interpreted as specifying a relevant
exception to such validity. In such cases one also has to reinterpret the prescription
as a permission; as a consequence of this, if one brings about what was initially
prescribed, one will neither obtain an outcome nor a sanction (paryudast�anujñ�a):
MR5

LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^ℱ ξ½ �ψ^ ϕ!ψð Þ^ θ! ξð Þ, LT1⊬ξ! θ

Oatc
ξ^¬θ½ �¬ψ^Patc

θ½ �ϕ�LT2

7.2.3 Prohibition versus prohibition
In case of a conflict between two prohibitions, there are two possible scenarios:

I If their antecedents are not comparable, use vikalpa along the lines of MR6
below;
II If their antecedents are comparable, reinterpret one of the two norms as a
negative obligation and follow the procedures to solve conflicts among prohibi-
tions and prescriptions provided by MR4 and MR5 (depending on the relation
between the antecedents of the two norms).
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MR6

LT1‘ℱ θ½ �ϕ^ℱ ξ½ �ψ^ ¬ϕ!ψð Þ, LT1⊬θ! ξ, LT1⊬ξ! θ

ℱatc
θ^ξ½ � ϕ^ψð Þ�LT2

Finally, any formula ϕ � ℒd+ having either the form O θ½ �ψ or P θ½ �ψ or ℛ[θ]ψ ,

such that LT1‘ϕ and ϕ cannot be involved in any application of MR1–MR6,
should be transformed into a formula ϕatc having respectively the form Oatc

θ½ �ψ or

Patc
θ½ �ψ or ℱatc

θ½ �ψ or ℛatc
θ½ �ψ and such that ϕatc� LT2. Now, checking whether all

normative conflicts have been solved at the end of this procedure is a matter of
inspecting which formulas are in the logical theory LT2.
Some problem would arise if two conflicting norms having the same antecedent

could be derived from LT1. Indeed, in these cases the metarules MR1–MR6 could
not prevent the normative conflicts at issue from striking back in LT2. For instance,
if it were the case that LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^O θ½ �ψ^ ϕ!¬ψð Þ , for some ϕ, ψ , θ� ℒd+,

then neither MR1 nor MR2 (the only two metarules concerning conflicts among
prescriptions) could be applied and one would get Oatc

θ½ �ϕ^Oatc
θ½ �ψ�LT2. However,

Mīm�aṃs�a authors work under the assumption that similar conflicts cannot be
found in the Veda. From a technical point of view, a way of avoiding similar
problems consists in adding the following metarules, which are the analogues of
MR1, MR3, and MR6 for conflicting norms having the same antecedent:
MR1’

LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^O ξ½ �ψ^ ϕ!¬ψð Þ^ θ� ξð Þ
Oatc

θ^ξ½ � ϕ_ψð Þ�LT2

MR3’

LT1‘O θ½ �ϕ^ℱ ξ½ �ψ^ ϕ!ψð Þ^ θ� ξð Þ
Oatc

θ^ξ½ � ϕ_¬ψð Þ�LT2

MR6’

LT1‘ℱ θ½ �ϕ^ℱ ξ½ �ψ^ ¬ϕ!ψð Þ^ θ� ξð Þ
ℱatc

θ^ξ½ � ϕ^ψð Þ�LT2
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8. Possible Intrinsic Problems (and Further Directions of Research)

The previous sections focused on the deontic system discussed or presupposed
by the so-called common Mīm�aṃs�a (from Jaimini to Śabara). For this purpose,
we showed how Jaimini’s and Śabara’s remarks presuppose an articulated and
developed deontic system. Further studies will show how this was robust enough
to be basically preserved throughout the history of Mīm�aṃs�a. Nonetheless, it also
entailed some tensions, which will indeed be the productive triggers for new
directions in the successive history of Mīm�aṃs�a. We will now list at least some
of them.

• The distinction between elective, fixed, and occasional sacrifices does not
explain whether there are three (or more, given the distinction between the
main sacrifice and its subsidiaries) concepts of duties at stake, or only one, but
with different contents. In the latter case, fixed sacrifices would apply to all
who fit some basic requirements (such as being able to perform the enjoined
sacrifice), occasional sacrifices would apply to all the above, provided a given
occasion applies and elective sacrifices would apply to all the above, provided
they desire a given desirable result. This distinct interpretative line will be
followed by Prabh�akara and Maṇḍana, with opposite results.

• Moreover, it is not clear whether interrupting an elective ritual leads you to the
same consequences as not performing a fixed one. See thereon ŚBh on PMS
6.1.15 (which says that you have to complete what you started or good people
will despise you — that is, a social sanction is mentioned, but nothing more)
and on PMS 6.3.3 (which says that failing to perform a fixed sacrifice will lead
you away from svarga “heaven”). More in general, given the constitutive role
of results and sanctions for the Mīm�aṃs�a deontic system, it is striking how lit-
tle they are discussed.

• More precisely, what do sanctions amount to? See ŚBh on 6.3.3–7 (and
6.1.15), where they seem to be only the lack of the desired result, whose
absence, however, is so bad that it is like a sanction (cf. “Hell is God’s
absence”). However, this solution does not seem to be viable in case one trans-
gresses a prohibition.

• In the same connection, what does it mean to have a result for fixed sacrifices?
Because they have to be performed throughout one’s life, does it mean that the
result will become more and more at each performance, for instance, that one
will get more and more happiness or heaven? The texts seem rather to imply
that the result will issue from the global performance of the fixed ritual
throughout one’s life. Supposing, for instance, that Devadatta performed the
Agnihotra every day for 30 years and then died, and that Yajñadatta performed
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the Agnihotra every day for 60 years because he had a longer life, can one con-
clude that Yajñadatta got more of the Agnihotra’s result? Later Mīm�aṃs�a
authors like Maṇḍana will discuss about results such as the elimination of one’s
accumulated bad karman.

• Finally, as for the interaction between prohibitions and prescriptions, it is not
yet clear whether a permission can be understood as invalidating a previous
prohibition or rather as leading one to a belief revision involving that one rein-
terprets what one had initially understood, as described in section 3.5. In favour
of the latter interpretation runs the fact that it avoids the conflict among author-
ities required by a direct invalidation.

9. Conclusions

This article discusses the various deontic notions at stake in Mīm�aṃs�a. Prescrip-
tive sentences are distinguished into the ones expressing recommendations and
the ones expressing fixed or occasional obligations, according to whether the pre-
scribed actions lead to a desired result (in the first case) or entail also, if not ful-
filled, a sanction. Prohibitions entail a sanction if transgressed. The more specific
cases of contrary-to-duty expiations and permissions are also discussed. A
formalisation of these notions is also suggested in order to grasp their essential
structure and at the same time to show in clear terms what was the underlying
deontic system presupposed and at times directly formulated by Mīm�aṃs�a
authors.
A further section discusses the interaction of such commands and especially

their clash. Mīm�aṃs�a authors managed to create a complex system in order to
allow for either the temporary suspension of a command while preserving the
validity of the normative text issuing it, or a revision of one’s beliefs concerning
the deontic clash which is then revealed to have been only a seeming one.
From a logical point of view, we provide some theoretical guidelines to revise

and extend the logical framework developed in Freschi et al. (2019) in order to
make room for the additional concepts and the more refined analysis of the
Mīm�aṃs�a theory illustrated in the present article. The core idea behind our
formalisation proposal is to rely on the content, rather than on the form, of sen-
tences having a deontic force. The content is identified by means of the taxo-
nomic distinctions provided in section 3. In fact, the Mīm�aṃs�a theory is a
paradigmatic case of content-based deontic theory due the fact that different types
of commands share the same linguistic form in the texts. In our opinion, the idea
of focusing on the content of norms can be fruitfully exploited also in broader
areas of normative reasoning.
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The concluding section discusses some elements of tension of the deontic logic
system as presupposed in the common Mīm�aṃs�a. These tensions will be shown
in future articles to have been the triggers for further developments.
In conclusion, at the beginning we declared that our purpose in writing this

article is to convince scholars of deontic logic and of philosophy in general to
check beyond their usual sources and look at Mīm�aṃs�a, while at the same time
showing to scholars of Sanskrit philosophy the underlying structure of deontic
reasoning in Mīm�aṃs�a. We hope to have convincingly highlighted the latter and
thereby made Mīm�aṃs�a intriguing to the broader public it deserves.
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